ABSTRACT Relation detection plays a crucial role in knowledge base question answering, and it is challenging because of the high variance of relation expression in real-world questions. Traditional relation detection models based on deep learning follow an encoding-comparing paradigm, where the question and the candidate relation are represented as vectors to compare their semantic similarity. Max-or averagepooling operation, which is used to compress the sequence of words into fixed-dimensional vectors, becomes the bottleneck of information flow. In this paper, we propose an attention-based word-level interaction model (ABWIM) to alleviate the information loss issue caused by aggregating the sequence into a fixed-dimensional vector before the comparison. First, attention mechanism is adopted to learn the soft alignments between words from the question and the relation. Then, fine-grained comparisons are performed on the aligned words. Finally, the comparison results are merged with a simple recurrent layer to estimate the semantic similarity. Besides, a dynamic sample selection strategy is proposed to accelerate the training procedure without decreasing the performance. Experimental results of relation detection on both SimpleQuestions and WebQuestions datasets show that ABWIM achieves the state-of-the-art accuracy, demonstrating its effectiveness.
I. INTRODUCTION
The prosperity of the Internet has greatly facilitated the dissemination of information, as well as invoked the building of large-scale knowledge bases (KB) such as Freebase and YAGO. Knowledge Base Question Answering (KBQA) [1] - [3] focuses on enabling people to query the KB with natural language and providing a feasible way of information acquisition. KBQA involves two subtasks: determining the topic entity mentioned in the question and detecting the relation chain from the topic entity to the answer, namely entity linking and relation detection [4] . Relation detection plays a vital role in KBQA, and it is difficult because of the ambiguity and rich variance of relation expression. As reported, most of the wrong answers are caused by the relation detection procedure [5] .
Traditionally, relation detection for KBQA is mainly based on semantic parsing [6] , [7] , where the natural language question is parsed into a logic query over the knowledge base. These methods usually assume predefined lexical triggers, and may suffer from lexical chasm [8] . Recently, deep learning methods are widely applied in relation detection for KBQA, and most of them adopt the encoding-comparing framework as illustrated in Figure 1 . The deep neural networks firstly encode the question and the relation into vectors of the same dimension. Subsequently, vector comparison is performed to measure their semantic similarity. Many efforts have been made to optimize representations of the relation and the question. Relation representation methods mainly fall into two categories. The first category takes the relation as a single semantic unit [9] and represents it with the pretrained vector using network embedding methods such as TransE [10] . While another category [4] , [5] , [11] , [12] takes the relation as a sequence of words or characters considering that the relation name comprises meaningful words. Yu et al. [4] model relations from a combined perspective of the word-level and the holistic relation-level representations. The question is usually regarded as a sequence of words, and different encoding methods are adopted to encode it from different granularities. Specifically, Yih et al. [11] model both questions and relations as tri-grams of characters with CNN, while He and Golub [5] process the questions as sequences of characters. Hierarchical residual bi-directional LSTM (HRBi-LSTM) is proposed to learn the question representation at different levels of granularity [4] . Attention mechanisms, such as the attentive pooling method [12] and the attentionbased LSTM network [5] , are also incorporated to emphasize important units, and learn a relation-dependent representation of question.
One issue of the encoding-comparing framework is the information loss during the encoding procedure. CNN or LSTM layers encode the question or the relation into a sequence of vectors. The max-pooling, averagepooling or attention-weighted pooling has to be used to merge the vector sequences into fixed-dimensional vectors upon which comparison could be performed. The pooling operation becomes the bottleneck of information flow. Crucial information for the semantic similarity measurement can be missing before the comparison.
This paper proposes an attention-based word-level interaction model (ABWIM) to ameliorate the information loss problem. Similar to the encoding-comparing framework, the question and its candidate relations are firstly represented as sequences of vectors with two simplified recurrent unit (SRU) [13] layers respectively. Then instead of squeezing the vector sequences into two vectors, ABWIM learns attention-based soft alignments between the question words and relation words, and a weighted sum of the relation vector sequence is calculated for every question word based on the learned alignment. Subsequently, comparisons are performed on the learned word interactions and the comparison results are aggregated by another SRU layer to estimate the semantic similarity. With the question represented as a sequence of vectors and multiple comparisons performed on the learned word interactions, information loss caused by the early merging can be avoided to some extent. Besides, an interrogative word feature, which calculates a weighted sum of the interrogative word (when, where, what, who) embeddings, is also proposed to enrich the representation of the relation.
Moreover, it usually takes a long time to train a deep learning model and all training samples are indiscriminately iterated during training. However, samples that have been well learned during the first several iterations usually do not contribute to the parameter updating, especially when the margin-based pairwise ranking loss is adopted (the loss could be a constant value 0). Intuitively, the insufficiently learned samples should be selected and iterated in each epoch to accelerate the training procedure. Specifically, we design a dynamic criterion for sample selection, and use a review mechanism to ensure that the knowledge of well learned samples are kept in the model.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We propose an attention-based word-level model for the relation detection of KBQA. ABWIM performs multiple comparisons at the word-level and then aggregates the comparison results for fine-grained semantic similarity measurement, alleviating the information loss issue. A novel interrogative word feature is extracted to enrich the representation of the relation.
• A dynamic sample selection strategy is proposed to accelerate the training procedure by selecting the insufficiently learned samples without decreasing the model's performance.
• Substantial experiments are conducted, and results show that the proposed model achieves state-of-theart results on the relation detection tasks [4] on SimpleQuestions [14] and WebQuestions [1] , demonstrating the effectiveness of ABWIM. The codes will 75430 VOLUME 6, 2018
be publicly available at https://github.com/zhhongzhi/ ABWIM4KBRD.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is reviewed in Section 2. The details of ABWIM are introduced in Section 3. Experimental results and analysis are given in Section 4. Finally, we conclude the paper and discuss the future work in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK A. RELATION EXTRACTION
As a key component of information extraction, relation extraction aims to determine whether the input text describes a type of relation between two corresponding entities. Assuming that the relation belongs to a predefined relation set, then relation extraction can be modeled as a multi-class classification problem. Traditional methods [15] , [16] for relation extraction focus on feature engineering. In recent years, many deep learning methods, such as convolutional neural network (CNN) [17] , recursive neural network [18] and the attention based models [19] , [20] , are adopted to extract features automatically. Deep learning methods rely heavily on labeled data, but manual annotation is laborious and time-consuming. So distant supervision method is firstly introduced to relation extraction by [21] to generate training data automatically, and many subsequent works [22] - [24] focus on reducing the impact of labeling errors in the generated data. Relation extraction may also benefit from semisupervised learning [25] and unsupervised learning [26] .
The relation detection of KBQA differs from the traditional relation extraction in two aspects. On the one hand, there are thousands of relations in the knowledge base, while there are only 74 relations in TAC-KBP2015 task [27] , which has the largest predefined relation set. Some relations are even absent from the training data for the relation detection of KBQA, so it is inappropriate to formulate this task as a classification problem.
B. RELATION DETECTION FOR KBQA
Open domain KBQA task consists of two subtasks: identifying the topic entity mentioned in the question and determining the answer path (i.e. the path from the topic entity to the answer node in the knowledge base). Determining the answer path is also called the process of relation detection. Since open domain KBQA has to deal with thousands of relations, its relation detection is processed as a candidate-selection problem. Firstly, candidate relations are generated according to the result of entity linking, and then they are ranked by their semantic similarities with the question. Ranking methods consist of the traditional ones that rely on feature engineering and the deep learning ones that are capable of learning to extract features automatically.
Traditional methods adopt the learning-to-rank [28] model to rank the candidates based on hand-crafted features. The features are extracted from four aspects, namely literal, derivation, synonym and context. Traditional methods do not perform well when dealing with the rich linguistic variety between questions and relations. For example, the relation word of question ''where is e located?'' is ''located'', while the relation recorded in the KB is ''containedby''. In this case, traditional methods usually fail to capture the similarity because of the lexical chasm between symbols.
Deep learning method is firstly applied to relation detection of KBQA in [29] and since then various models based on deep learning are developed. Most of these methods follow the encoding-comparing paradigm, which maps the question and the candidate relation to vectors respectively, and then computes the similarity between vectors as their semantic similarity. For example, Dai et al. [9] take the relation as a single token and initialize it with a pre-trained vector learned by TransE [10] . Some work models the relation detection as a sequence matching and ranking problem, since the relation in KB is denoted by a sequence of meaningful words. Characterlevel representation is adopted in [5] , to reduce the size of parameters and improve robustness in processing the out-ofvocabulary words. A CNN model with attentive max-pooling (AMPCNN) is proposed in [12] . In [4] , relations are represented using Bi-LSTM with inputs of different granularities (at both the word and relation levels), and the question is represented by a hierarchical residual Bi-LSTM network with different abstract levels. Besides, relation detection could potentially benefit from query expansion with WordNet and Word2vec [30] . There is also a new trend to involve both KB and text knowledge to answer user questions [31] , [32] .
Traditional methods rely on aggregation operation such as max-pooling or average-pooling to reduce the question from a sequence of vectors to a single vector, and thus suffers from information loss before the comparison operation. In this paper, multiple lower level comparisons are performed before the aggregation operation, so as to alleviate the information loss issue.
Moreover, the training samples are iterated indiscriminately in aforementioned methods. Inspired by the work [33] that assigns fine-grained labels to the negative samples and the training sentence selection strategy [34] , [35] in the machine translation task, we propose a dynamic sample selection method to accelerate training procedure and relieve the impact of noise samples.
C. SEQUENCE TO SEQUENCE SEMANTIC SIMILARITY MEASUREMENT
Sequence to sequence semantic similarity measurement is one of the fundamental tasks in natural language processing. It is involved in answer selection, natural language inference and machine reading comprehension. Under the traditional encoding-comparing paradigm, CNN [36] and recurrent neural network (RNN) [37] - [39] are exploited respectively. A pooling operation is necessary to aggregate the sequence of vectors into a fixed-size vector. Besides the max-pooling and average-pooling operation, attentionbased methods [40] - [42] are further introduced to emphasize important units. To solve the problem that fixed-dimensional VOLUME 6, 2018 vector is insufficient to capture information in the input sequences, some efforts are made under the compareaggregate framework. For example, the matching-LSTM model [38] , [43] and pairwise word interaction model [44] are proposed for the natural language inference task, and then the models are extended to machine reading comprehension task [45] , [46] . State-of-the-art results are reported on multiple tasks utilizing the compare-aggregate framework [47] - [49] .
III. APPROACH A. TASK DEFINITION
Given a question q, its topic entity (identified by entity linking) and candidate relations C = rel 1 , rel 2 , . . . , rel |C| in the knowledge base, relation detection aims to determine the relation (chain) mentioned in the question. That is, finding the chain of relations that connects the topic entity and the answer in the KB.
The relation detection task is formulated as a point-wise ranking problem. For each relation r in the candidate relation set C, the model computes its semantic similarity with the question, denoted as s(q, r). Then the model selects the relation path with the highest score, formally:
B. MODEL ARCHITECTURE According to the above analysis, the key is to calculate the semantic similarity between the question and the candidate relation. The architecture of the model is illustrated in Figure 2 . The model consists of six layers: 1) relation representation layer, which represents relation from diverse granularities with a Bi-directional Simple Recurrent Unit (Bi-SRU). 2) question representation layer, another Bi-SRU is adopted to represent words in the question with their context considered. 3) word-level attention layer, which learns wordlevel alignments between the relation and the question with attention mechanism. 4) word-level comparison layer, which compares the question word with the aligned relation representation. 5) Aggregation Bi-SRU layer, where a Bi-SRU is used to aggregate the multiple comparison results to extract global comparison features. 6) output layer, a dense layer that computes the final semantic similarity based on the extracted features.
1) RELATION REPRESENTATION BI-SRU LAYER
The candidate relation is modeled from different granularities, i.e. both the relation and the word levels [4] . Relation level representation regards the relation, for example, ''place_of_birth'', as a single token, while word level representation takes the relation as a sequence of words, i.e. {''place'', ''of'', ''birth''}. The relation level representation focuses more on the global information of the relation such as the type of answer. However, relation level representation suffers from data sparsity problem because some relations are absent from the training data. By contrast, word-level representation can relieve the impact of data sparsity by modeling the relation as a sequence of words. Specifically, a candidate relation (chain) r = {r 1 , . . . , r |r| }, is represented as {r word Recurrent neural networks such as LSTM and GRU are commonly used for capturing contextualized representation of word sequences. Lei et al. [13] propose a simplified recurrent unit, which can reduce the computational complexity and better utilize the parallel architecture of GPU. The update equations are as follows
Where g(·) is an optional activation function such as tanh and rectified linear unit (Relu) [50] . The computation of the first three equations could be paralleled since there is no dependency on the last state. The computation of equations 6 and 7 is very fast since only element-wise production is involved. Using a bi-directional SRU, the context aware representation of the relation can be formally defined as follows
where R ∈ R 2d sru ×|R| , d sru is the dimension of the SRU cell. In [4] , two BiLSTMs with shared weights are adopted to model the word-level and relation-level sequences, and the hidden states of the relation-level BiLSTM are initialized with the last state of word level BiLSTM as a back-off for unseen relations. In this paper, the two sequences are concatenated as inputs of the BiSRU for simplicity of implementation. If the scale of annotated data is large, it would be more reasonable to model the two sequences separately with two BiSRU.
Interrogative WORD FEATURE (IWF):
The interrogative words, i.e. when, where what and who, usually indicate the type of the answer entity. Inspired by this, we enrich the relation representation with a statistical feature to better leverage the interrogative information. Denote the set of training questions that query relation r as Q r . Intuitively, if most of the questions in Q r contain the word ''who'', then it is more likely that the tail entity of the relation r is a person. So the feature is extracted based on the frequencies of interrogative words in Q r . Formally, the weight of an interrogative word is defined as
where f w is the word's frequency in Q r . Then the interrogative word feature is defined as
w∈{when,where,what,who} α w w w (10) where w w is the corresponding word embedding. A linear layer with tanh activation transforms the feature into a 2d sru dimensional vector
where W f ∈ R 2d sru ×d is a learnable weight matrix, and d is the dimension of word embedding. Finally, the vector is concatenated with the relation representation R, and r f could be regarded as representation of a special relation token. The extraction of this feature is KB-independent, and thus could be applied to situations where entity types are not available.
2) QUESTION REPRESENTATION BI-SRU LAYER
Another Bi-SRU layer is adopted to capture the context-aware representation of the question words. For an input question q = w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w |Q| , where |Q| is the number of words in the question, every word w i is mapped to its embedding vector w i . Therefore, the question is represented as a sequence of word vectors. Then the context-dependent representation of the question is obtained utilizing another d sru dimensional bi-SRU
where Q ∈ R 2d sru ×|Q| .
3) ATTENTION BASED WORD-LEVEL SEMANTIC ALIGNMENT
The attention layer aims to learn fine-grained interactions between the question and the relation. The attention weights between the representation of i-th question word and the j-th relation token are calculated as follows
where W A ∈ R 2d sru ×2d sru is a weight matrix and q i and r j are the i-th and j-th column of Q and R respectively. The attention weights are normalized as follows
Then a weighted sum of relation vectors is calculated for i-th question word
It can be seen that r i encodes the parts of the relation that best match the question word w i . VOLUME 6, 2018
4) WORD-LEVEL COMPARISON WITH ELEMENT-WISE OPERATION
Given the aligned pairs of q i and r i , word-level comparison layer aims to extract features that could reflect the similarities between the pairs. Concatenation and element wise production/subtraction are both practical comparison operations for a pair of vectors, and element wise production usually yields better performance. Assuming a combination may bring further improvement, we concatenate the results of both operations. A liner layer is used for feature integration and dimension reduction. Specifically, the following comparison function is adopted
where [·;·] denotes the concatenating operator, and f (·) denotes a linear map layer with Relu activation, formally
where W c ∈ R d c ×6d sru is a learnable matrix and d c is a hyper-parameter. Typically, we have d c ≤ 6d sru to reduce the dimension of comparison result vectors. The linear map layer integrates information from the question word q i , the relation interaction parts r i and their element-wise multiplication. The element wise product is concatenated to the comparison result to emphasize its effectiveness.
5) AGGREGATION BI-SRU LAYER
This layer extracts the global comparison features by merging the results of word-level comparisons. Specifically, another bi-SRU layer is adopted
where F ∈ R 2d m ×|Q| and d m is the dimension of the SRU cell. Then the context-aware comparison results are aggregated with the max-pooling operation to extract the most discriminant comparison features.
6) OUTPUT LAYER
Given the features f extracted by the aggregation layer, the output layer estimates the semantic similarity between the question and the relation as
where w o ∈ R 2d m are parameters to be learned, and σ is the sigmoid activation function.
C. TRAINING AND INFERENCE
The training objective is to maximize the margin between the golden relation and the false relations. Margin-based pairwise ranking loss is defined as
where Q denotes the questions in the training set, C q i is the false candidate relation set of question q i , r + i is the golden relation of question q i , s denotes the score function of ABWIM, and γ is the margin value. θ denotes parameters of the network.
During inference, the semantic similarity s(q, r|θ ) is calculated between question q and each candidate relation r, and the relation with the highest semantic similarity score is identified as the target relation.
D. DYNAMIC SAMPLE SELECTION STRATEGY
Traditionally, all samples (triples of (q i , r + i , r − i ) where i denotes the i-th sample) are iterated in every epoch during training. However, it is observed that except for the first few epochs, a large portion of training samples have
so the margin loss of these samples is a constant of 0. These samples do not contribute to updating the model's weights since their gradients are zero. The intuitive objective of the dynamic sample selection (DSS) is to filter out these sufficiently learned samples to accelerate training speed. The criterion of sample selection is the score margin between r + i and r
where t denotes the t-th epoch. A sample is regarded as sufficiently learned if its candidate relations are correctly ranked and the sample is far from the decision boundary with at least a distance of γ + τ , namely
where τ ≥ 0 is a hyper-parameter. are fed to the model before those in D r so that the perturbation caused by the outliers could be eliminated by the review samples to some extent.
All samples are used in the initial several epochs, 10 epochs for example, and dynamic sample selection is performed later. We let κ t i = κ
t−1 i
for samples that are not selected during the t-th epoch.
The dynamic sample selection is inspired by the dynamic sentence sampling strategy for neural machine translation [34] , [35] . Our proposal differs from theirs in two aspects. Firstly, the gradients sparsity characteristics of the marginbased ranking loss enable us to select a much smaller portion (30% vs 80% for example) of the sufficiently learned samples for training. Secondly, we propose to arrange the review samples after the insufficiently learned set during training, which is proved to be beneficial for the performance by relieving the impact of noise samples. There are some other sample selection methods mainly concentrating on promoting the model performance, like the hardest negative sample mining (HNM) [51] . Emphasizing on minimizing the loss of hardest negative samples which determines the success or failure as measured by R@1, HNM can significantly improve the performance on cross-modal retrieval. A combination of HNM and our dynamic sample selection is promising on this task, and we will study it in the future.
IV. EXPERIMENT A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING 1) DATASETS AND METRICS
To evaluate the effectiveness of ABWIM on relation detection for KBQA, experiments are carried out on the relation detection of two benchmark KBQA datasets, namely SimpleQuestions [14] and WebQuestions [1] . SimpleQuestions is a single-relation QA dataset, and its KB is a subset of Freebase and contains 2M entities. Questions in this dataset can be answered by referring to a single triple in the KB, so the length of the relation chain is |r| = 1. WebQuestions is a multi-relation QA dataset, and the whole Freebase is used as its KB. Similar procedure is adopted to generate the relation detection datasets based on these two KBQA datasets. Firstly, entity linking is performed to extract the topic entity from the question. Then relations and relation chains (only on WebQuestions and length of chain is no greater than 2) connected to the topic entity are taken as candidate relations. After that, labeling the relation which points to the answer node as the positive sample and other relations as negative samples. Finally, the mention of the topic entity in the question is replaced with a special token e . Yin et al. [12] and Yu et al. [4] released their relation detection datasets 1 based on SimpleQuestions and WebQuestions, and we also use the datasets for fair comparison. Basic statistics of both datasets are given in Table 1 . Accuracy metric is used to measure the performance of relation detection
where N is the number of questions in the dataset, and N c is the number of questions whose relation is correctly identified. 1 The datasets are available at https://github.com/Gorov/KBQA_RE_data
2) HYPER-PARAMETERS AND IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The hyper-parameters of ABWIM are summarized in Table 2 . Performances corresponding to different values are listed in the third column, and the selected values are given in the last column. SimpleQuestions has a larger training set, so the model trained on it is more complex (with larger d sru , d m , d c ) than that on WebQuestions. ABWIM obtains best performances when the margin value γ is set to 0.5. A smaller review rate p r could accelerate the training procedure. However, a too small review rate tends to harm the performance. In the experiment, word embeddings are initialized using GloVe [52] with d = 300, and embeddings of relations and out-of-vocabulary words are randomly initialized by uniformly sampling from (−0.25, 0.25). Embedding weights are updated during training. Adamax [53] is adopted to optimize the parameters. Dropout is added to the output of embedding, SRU and word-level comparison layers so as to avoid overfitting. Moreover, the interrogative word feature is randomly set to zeros with a rate of 0.9 during training. The whole training set is iterated for the first ten epochs, and DSS is turned on from the eleventh epoch.
3) BASELINES
We compare ABWIM with several baselines. All the baseline models fall into the encoding-comparing paradigm, which firstly map the question and relation as vectors and then compute the semantic similarity by vector comparison. These methods vary in the representation procedure, specifically:
• Bi-LSTM: two Bi-LSTM layers are adopted to encode the question and the relation respectively, and the output of the last timestep is taken as their vector representation.
• BiCNN [11] : both the question and the relation are represented by CNN with the word hash trick on lettertri-grams.
• AMPCNN (the CNN with attentive max-pooling) [12] adopts CNN to represent the question and the relation respectively. An attentive max-pooling operation is performed to get the vector representation of the question, aiming at putting more weights on the words that indicate the relation.
• HR-Bi-LSTM (Hierarchical Residual Bidirectional LSTM model) [4] : word and relation-level representations are leveraged for the relation representation, and the question is represented with HR-Bi-LSTM to obtain hierarchies of abstraction.
B. RESULTS
The relation detection results are shown in Table 3 . The following could be observed from the results: Firstly, our method achieves state-of-the-art performance on SimpleQuestions and WebQuestions. Secondly, the accuracies of all models on SimpleQuestions are relatively high. The reason is that the training set of SimpleQuestions is larger (about 80 k), and only single-relation is involved so the candidate relation set of each question is much smaller (the average VOLUME 6, 2018 sizes of candidate relation set are 7.8 and 97.6 for questions in SimpleQuestions and WebQuestions respectively). Thirdly, ABWIM outperforms the best baseline method by 4.43 points on WebQuestions. Since questions and relations in this dataset are longer, the good performance of ABWIM indicates its advantage over encoding-comparing methods in dealing with the problem of information loss.
C. ABLATION ANALYSIS
Ablation experiments are further carried out to analyze the effectiveness of the proposed model architecture (interactive attention and compare-aggregate architecture), the IWF and the dynamic sample selection strategy. The results are listed in Table 4 . Specific ablation configurations are clarified as follows:
• w/o interactive attention: instead of calculating an attention-based encoding of relation, for every word in the question, an aggregated vector of relation is generated via max-pooling over R (max-pooling is adopted because it outperforms average-pooling). Formally, equation 15 is revised to
In this configuration, the model still keeps a compareaggregate architecture.
• Bi-SRU/Bi-LSTM: The compare-aggregate architecture is removed in this configuration. The question and the candidate relation are encoded into vectors via maxpooling over Q and R, the outputs of BiSRU/Bi-LSTM layers. Then the semantic similarity is estimated using similarity between the two vectors. The dimensions of SRU are 200 and 150 on SimpleQuestions and WebQuestions respectively, while those of LSTM cell are 150 and 100.
1) MODEL ARCHITECTURE
Firstly, according to results of configuration 1 and 2, the effectiveness of interactive attention is confirmed by the performance drops (0.20% and 1.39%) on both datasets when it is removed from ABWIM. It is also noticed that the contribution of attention is relatively small on SimpleQuestions. This is because relations in SimpleQuestions are shorter, so attentive weighted sum tends to have similar results with avg-pooling. Secondly, it can be seen from the results of configuration 2 and 6 that even without interactive attention, ABWIM still outperforms Bi-SRU by 0.77% and 0.97%. It proves that the compare-aggregate mechanism, which enables multiple comparison operations performed before merging information in the sequence into a single vector, is crucial to the performance improvement of ABWIM.
2) INTERROGATIVE WORD FEATURE
From the results of configuration 2 and 3, it is observed that removing the IWF results in modest performance drops (0.10% and 0.67%), indicating the effectiveness of IWF.
3) DYNAMIC SAMPLE SELECTION AND TIME EFFICIENCY Figure 3 shows how the ratio of effective samples in an epoch and the accuracy change with the number of training mini batches. Here the ratio is the number of effective samples divided by the number of selected samples in per epoch. ABWIM without DSS takes about 220 thousand mini batches to converge, while the model with DSS converges to a higher accuracy at 120 thousand mini batches.
4) SRU AND LSTM
Bi-LSTM outperforms Bi-SRU by 0.3% on SimpleQuestions (contains about 80 thousand training questions), while Bi-SRU achieves 3.4 points higher on WebQuestions. The simplicity of SRU cell may reduce its potential to capture complex dependency, but also reduces the risk of over-fitting on datasets of small scale. This can explain why the lightweighted SRU achieves a better performance on WebQuestions, which contains about 3 thousand training questions. 
D. CASE STUDY
Case study is further carried out to analyze the model's performance, and some cases are listed in Table 5 . ABWIM selects the correct relations for the first three questions while fails VOLUME 6, 2018 on the other samples. Specific observations are as follows.
(1) For the first question, the fact that Bi-SRU selects a false relation, ''/people/person/place_of_birth'', puzzles us. Further investigation reveals that it is due to the strong bias of the dataset. There are 124 questions querying the relation ''/people/person/place_of_birth'' in the training data of WebQuestions, while only 2 questions querying the relation ''/people/person/date_of_birth''. So, the Bi-SRU model learns a strong correlation between the question word ''born'' and the false relation. ABWIM overcomes the strong prior bias and selects the correct relations for 3 similar questions in the test set (among which one is mistakenly annotated) by learning word-level interactions. At the meanwhile, ABWIM and BiSRU both succeed to handle the 51 questions that query the relation ''/people/person/place_of_birth''. (2) It is observed that ABWIM can better deal with longer relations like the second example. (3) As for the third question, it is challenging for models to understand the question word ''vp'' which is short for ''vice president''. The visualization of attention weights in Figure 4 shows that ABWIM captures the correlation between words ''vp'' and ''vice president''. ABWIM also gives the false relation ''profession'' a relatively low score by putting more strength on the interrogative word. (4) We find out that the gold relation of the fourth and fifth question is incorrectly annotated by the distant supervision method [4] , and there is no correct relation in the candidate relation set. This indicates that extra efforts can be paid to handle the unanswerable questions in the future. (5) Both ABWIM and BiSRU fail in the last three cases, mainly because it is hard to overcome the lexical gap for relations with few training samples. In the last case, the common sense that ''find one's body'' means ''the person is died'' is required. More work should be done to design models for better few-shot learning, and pre-training methods like ELMO [54] and BERT [55] could be explored.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Relation detection is a key component of KBQA and it is a challenging task because of the flexible expressions of the relations in the natural language queries, as well as the massive types of relations in the knowledge base. Existing encoding-comparing models may loss important information during encoding the question and the relation into fixeddimensional vectors. This paper proposes ABWIM, which performs multiple comparisons on the aligned word-level representations, before merging the comparison results for the semantic similarity estimation, and thus could alleviate the information loss problem. Moreover, the dynamic sample selection strategy significantly accelerates the training procedure and slightly contributes to detection performance via eliminating the impact of noisy training samples. Experimental results of relation detection on both SimpleQuestions and WebQuestions show that the proposed model achieves stateof-the-art accuracy.
In the future work, we will study transfer learning between relation detection of KBQA and the traditional relation extraction task, i.e. utilizing the great amount of relation extraction training data generated by the distant supervision method to improve the performance of KBQA relation detection. He is currently an Associate Professor with the Institute of Electronics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China. His research interests include data mining, knowledge graph, and geospatial information application technology. VOLUME 6, 2018 
